Worksheet Lessons 1-7 - Grades 3-5 - Beyond Stone Walls - Curricula

Below are the worksheets for lessons 1-7 to be cut, pasted, and formatted for handing out to the students.

Worksheet #1

(Place picture of stone wall here)

STONE WALL SECRETS

A) In this book by ________________, Grandfather has an important decision to make. He has to decide ____________________________.

He believes his grandson, _______ should help with the decision because__________________.

Grandfather has fond memories of the walls in his yard. Two of them are:

1. _____________________________

2. _____________________________

B) I predict that at the end of the story Grandfather’s problems will be solved when ____________________________.

C) Grandfather talked about grains of sand that make up many rocks. This is what a grainy rock would look like:

Worksheet #2

A) We have stone walls at Goodwin School. Here is where they are on our property:

B) Two interesting things I noticed about our walls are:

1. _____________________________

2. _____________________________
Worksheet #3

A) Grandpa said that long ago there was an ocean over all this area. This is what my house would look like underwater!

B) Then Grandpa told how mountains are formed. They are formed by_________________

_____________________________________.

Worksheet #4

A) Grandpa and Adam talked about the when the glaciers came. Glaciers are_______________

_____________________________________.

B) This is what rock looked like squished under a mile of ice!

C) When the glacier receded, the land looked like

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

Worksheet #5

Grandfather told Adam a lot about how stone walls were made in our country many years ago. Here are five good facts I learned from Grandfather.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Temporary

________________________________________________________________________
Worksheet #6

This is what a small farm with stone walls might have looked like in Connecticut 200 years ago!

Worksheet #7

A) Grampa had a special rock from space. It looked like___________________________
                                            ____________________________

B) This special rock is called a ______________.

C) When they fall to Earth this is what happens to the land.

Worksheet #8

A) At the end of the book Stone Wall Secrets Grampa leaves it to Adam to decide whether or not to sell the stone walls.

He did that because____________________
                                            ____________________________.

B) I think Adam decided to
                                            ____________________________
                                            ____________________________

THE END